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A Study of C/C++ Code Weaknesses on Stack
Overflow
Haoxiang Zhang, Shaowei Wang, Heng Li, Tse-Hsun (Peter) Chen, and Ahmed E. Hassan, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Stack Overflow hosts millions of solutions that aim to solve developers’ programming issues. In this crowdsourced question
answering process, Stack Overflow becomes a code hosting website where developers actively share its code. However, code snippets
on Stack Overflow may contain security vulnerabilities, and if shared carelessly, such snippets can introduce security problems in
software systems. In this paper, we empirically study the prevalence of the Common Weakness Enumeration – CWE, in code snippets
of C/C++ related answers. We explore the characteristics of Codew , i.e., code snippets that have CWE instances, in terms of the types
of weaknesses, the evolution of Codew , and who contributed such code snippets. We find that: 1) 36% (i.e., 32 out of 89) CWE types
are detected in Codew on Stack Overflow. Particularly, CWE-119, i.e., improper restriction of operations within the bounds of a memory
buffer, is common in both answer code snippets and real-world software systems. Furthermore, the proportion of Codew doubled from
2008 to 2018 after normalizing by the total number of C/C++ snippets in each year. 2) In general, code revisions are associated with a
reduction in the number of code weaknesses. However, the majority of Codew had weaknesses introduced in the first version of the
code, and these Codew were never revised since then. Only 7.5% of users who contributed C/C++ code snippets posted or edited
code with weaknesses. Users contributed less code with CWE weakness when they were more active (i.e., they either revised more
code snippets or had a higher reputation). We also find that some users tended to have the same CWE type repeatedly in their various
code snippets. Our empirical study provides insights to users who share code snippets on Stack Overflow so that they are aware of the
potential security issues. To understand the community feedback about improving code weaknesses by answer revisions, we also
conduct a qualitative study and find that 62.5% of our suggested revisions are adopted by the community. Stack Overflow can perform
CWE scanning for all the code that is hosted on its platform. Further research is needed to improve the quality of the crowdsourced
knowledge on Stack Overflow.
Index Terms—Code Security, C/C++, Empirical Software Engineering, Crowdsourced Knowledge Sharing and Management, Stack
Overflow
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I NTRODUCTION

Stack Overflow is the world’s most popular Q&A website for programming questions. Since its launch in 2008,
Stack Overflow has accumulated millions of questions and
answers related to programming. When answering questions on Stack Overflow, it is common for developers to
attach code snippets within their answers as part of the
solutions. Wu et al. observe that 75% of the answers contain
code snippets [1]. The large collection of code snippets
within these answers becomes a code repository for solving
programming problems among developers. Prior studies
show that the code snippets on Stack Overflow are widely
shared by developers [1], [2].
Security is a critical property in any code repository.
ISO 27005 defines vulnerability as a weakness that can be
•
•
•
•
•
•
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exploited [3]. Code with weaknesses – Codew , can be risky
to share or reuse among developers. As the world’s most
successful crowdsourced knowledge sharing platform in
programming, Stack Overflow has hosted a very large code
base. The activities of code sharing lead to code snippets
propagating quickly across software systems. Prior studies
observe that code snippets in various programming languages on Stack Overflow can be insecure. For example,
Meng et al. identified security vulnerabilities, e.g., bypassing certificate validation and using insecure cryptographic
hash functions, in the suggested code snippets of accepted
answers on Stack Overflow [4]. Rahman et al. observed that
7.1% of the Python answers contain at least one insecure
coding practice, e.g., code injection [5]. Fischer et al. observed that 15.4% of the 1.3 million Android applications
contain security-related code snippets from Stack Overflow,
and 97.9% of such code snippets contain at least one insecure
code snippet [2]. Furthermore, on Meta Stack Overflow,
which is the part of Stack Overflow where users discuss the
inner workings and policies of Stack Overflow, we observe
that users are concerned about the vulnerable code that is
shared on Stack Overflow1,2,3,4,5,6 .
1
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For instance, a user posted the following C code snippet
in the first version of an answer7 :
system (‘‘ sudo rm −−no−preserve−root −rf /’’);
This code snippet would wipe the entire hard drive. Within
4 minutes, another user removed the insecure code with a
revision note saying “some person may actually try your code
without fully understanding it first.” In another example8 , a
user proposed an answer to print a message by initializing
a variable string[100]. Within 5 minutes, another user commented that “the biggest flaw here is the glaring security hole
(buffer overrun!).” More than two months later, the answerer
revised the answer to fix the issue. However, the answer
exposed a security vulnerability for more than two months.
In this paper, we focus on studying the weaknesses of
C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow because C/C++
are widely used in different types of software systems [6].
In order to study code weaknesses, we use the Common
Weakness Enumeration – CWE, a community-developed collection of common software security weaknesses9 . C/C++
have the most reported CWE types of all the programming
languages that contain CWE [7], [8], and have the most
security vulnerabilities [9], [10]. In particular, our study aims
to answer the following three research questions (RQs):
• RQ1: What are the types of code weaknesses that are
detected in C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow?
• RQ2: How does code with weaknesses evolve through
revisions?
• RQ3: What are the characteristics of the users who contributed to code with weaknesses?
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We scan 646,716 C/C++ code snippets from Stack Overflow answers. We observe that code weaknesses are detected in 2% of the C/C++ answers with code snippets;
more specifically, there are 12,998 detected code weaknesses
that fall into 36% (i.e., 32 out of 89) of all the existing
C/C++ CWE types. Especially, we observe that CWE119/416/190/476/415 are commonly detected in Stack
Overflow as well as CVE instances in real-world software
systems. We suggest that Stack Overflow can perform CWE
scanning for all the code that is hosted on its platform.
• We analyze the trend of code weaknesses, and find that
the proportion of Codew grew year by year doubling from
2008 to 2018 after normalizing by the total C/C++ code
snippets that are posted in the corresponding years.
• We examine the code evolution history of all the posted
C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow. We find that in
general, code revisions are associated with a reduction in
the number of code weaknesses. However, the majority of
Codew have weaknesses in the first version of the code, and
they are never revised.
• We conduct a study with users who contribute Codew .
We encourage Stack Overflow to improve the code review
mechanism since users tended to commit the same weaknesses repeatedly. We observe that only 7.5% of users who
posted C/C++ code contributed code weaknesses, and more
active users contributed fewer weaknesses.
7
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Acar et al. analyzed how Stack Overflow threads are used
by Android developers, and observed that developers can
copy and paste insecure solutions [11]. Similarly, our study
of mining C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow wishes
to gain a better understanding of the impact of the Stack
Overflow information source in terms of code security. The
recommendations based on our findings can be used to
improve the quality of Stack Overflow as an information
source. The building of crowdsourced knowledge while
managing any security risks can benefit Stack Overflow as
an information resource provider, can benefit the software
engineering community in sharing code, and can benefit
developers in fixing their security issues.
Paper Organization: The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of code
security on Stack Overflow. Section 3 describes our studied code snippets and our approach to detect weaknesses
in these code snippets. Section 4 details the results from
our case study. Section 5 discusses our findings and their
implications. Section 6 discusses the potential threats to the
validity of our findings. Section 7 surveys relevant work to
our study. Finally, Section 8 concludes our study.
•
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BACKGROUND

2.1 Code snippets and their security weaknesses on
Stack Overflow
Many software systems are written in C/C++, or rely on
system components that have been written in C/C++. A
survey of sourceforge.com in September 2004 notes that
a substantial percentage of open source projects are using
C (14,0%) and C++ (14,2%). By October 2019, the TIOBE
index – an indicator of the popularity of programming languages, ranked C and C++ as No. 2 and 4, respectively [12].
Furthermore, out of the 839 CWE types, the programming
language with the most reported CWE types is C/C++.
There are 89 types of weaknesses, i.e., CWE types, that can
be found in the C/C++ programming language. C contains
80 CWE types [7], and C++ contains 84 CWE types [8]. For
comparison, Java contains 73 CWE types, and PHP contains
23 CWE types.
Therefore, in this empirical study, we wish to gain a
deeper understanding of the weaknesses in code snippets
on Stack Overflow by analyzing C/C++ code snippets –
which is the programming language with the most CWE
types out of all programming languages, within answers on
Stack Overflow in RQ1. We refer to code snippets on Stack
Overflow as the code snippets that are displayed within
answers on Stack Overflow in the rest of the paper, if not
otherwise specified. We offer actionable suggestions based
on our empirical observations to improve the quality of the
crowdsourced code knowledge on Stack Overflow.
2.2

The evolution of code snippets on Stack Overflow

Stack Overflow encourages the community to revise the
content of answers, including both textual description and
code snippets, to maintain the quality of such answers.
Any code snippet in answers can be revised, and new
code snippets can be introduced to the answer at either
the answer creation phase or revision phase. To illustrate
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the evolution of code snippets on Stack Overflow, we show
both the answer evolution timeline and the two possible
code snippet evolution timelines in Fig. 1.
Answer creation phase

Initial code

Answer revision phase

Revised code #1
Initial code

Revised code #2
Revised code #1

Revised code #3
Revised code #2

Fig. 1: Possible timelines for code snippet evolution during
the answer creation and revision phases.
Code weaknesses might be introduced at the creation of
a code snippet or during the revision phase. Code weaknesses could also be removed during the revision phase.
It is interesting to understand if such revisions help in
improving the quality of code snippets in terms of their security weaknesses. Therefore, we study how Codew evolve
through revisions in RQ2, e.g., when are the code weaknesses introduced, and whether the code revision helps in
reducing code weaknesses? In addition, the activity level
of contributors may have an impact on the quality of code
snippets that they create or revise. For example, whether
less active users are more likely to introduce weaknesses
compared to more active users. Therefore, we wish to investigate the characteristics of contributors of code weaknesses
and their relationship with code weaknesses in RQ3.
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Our study aims to gain a deep understanding of code weaknesses in Stack Overflow C/C++ answers. In this section,
we first describe the process to create our datasets. Then
we describe the motivation and approach of our study to
answer the research questions. Fig. 2 illustrates the research
approaches that we follow to conduct our study.
Data collection

Code snippets in
SO C/C++ answers

CVE, CVSS

SO users

Research questions

RQ1:
weakness types

RQ2:
weakness evolution

RQ3:
weakness contributor

Qualitative study:
community response

Fig. 2: Overview of our research approaches.

3.1

Data Collection

This subsection describes how we collect and construct our
studied datasets. We first collect C/C++ code snippets from
Stack Overflow answers. Then we detect code weaknesses
in these collected code snippets by performing static code
analysis. We elaborate on the details of each step below.

3.1.1

Collecting Code Snippets in Stack Overflow Answers

On Stack Overflow, developers post answers to specific
questions that other developers ask. In addition to textual
content, questions and answers may contain code snippets. Code snippets are segments of source code that are
displayed with a gray background color embedded in the
<code>...</code> HTML tags on Stack Overflow. Users
can learn from such code snippets that are posted by others,
and might even reuse such code snippets [13]–[15]. For
example, in Fig. 3, a user posted a vulnerable C/C++
code snippet in a Stack Overflow answer10 . The answerer
posted the code snippet that used the string functions strlcpy/strlcat. A commenter pointed out that these functions
were not safe and provided an alternative secure solution.

Fig. 3: An example of an accepted answer with a comment
which flags the unsafe use of the string functions in the
posted code snippet.
We analyze the SOTorrent dataset to study the weaknesses of shared code measured by the identified CWE types
in such snippets. The SOTorrent dataset provides the version
history of Stack Overflow at both the post level and the code
snippet/text level within a post – question/answer [16].
Each code snippet has at least one version, i.e., the original
version, or multiple versions, i.e., developers made revisions
to the original version of the code. To understand security
weaknesses in code snippets and their evolution on Stack
Overflow, we leverage the version history of code snippets,
i.e., code versions.
In this paper, we focus on studying code snippets in
answers that are associated with the C/C++ tags because
C/C++ are the languages that have the most security
vulnerabilities [10]. More specifically, from the SOTorrent
dataset11 that is published in December 2018, we collect
all the code snippets from answers that are associated with
the C/C++ tags and their associated code versions. In SOTorrent, code version history is reconstructed by mapping
a code block to its predecessors in prior post versions
through syntax-based similarity metrics. As shown in Table 1, from the 1,598,646 answers in the C/C++ tags, we
study the 867,734 (i.e., 54.3%) answers that have code snippets. From these answers, there are 1,561,550 code snippets,
i.e., 14,194,563 lines of code in their latest version, with
1,833,449 code versions in total.
10
11

https://stackoverflow.com/a/48032218/
https://zenodo.org/record/2273117#.XZtTyEFKjmE
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TABLE 1: The statistics of the studied code snippets with
weaknesses, i.e., Codew .
SOTorrent
LOC >= 5
Guesslang
Codew

Answer #
867,734
527,932
490,778
11,235

Code Snippet #
1,561,550
724,784
646,716
11,748

Code Version #
1,833,449
919,947
826,520
14,934

Many code snippets on Stack Overflow are pseudo code
or command line functions, which may introduce bias to
our study. To mitigate such bias, we further remove code
snippets with less than five lines of code from the abovementioned dataset by following prior studies [16], [17].
Baltes et al. observed that the median line count of code
blocks on Stack Overflow is five [16]. We use the median line
count (i.e., five lines of code) as a cutoff value to remove trivial code snippets and to ensure our studied code snippets
are meaningful. As a result, we obtain 724,784 code snippets
(with 919,947 code versions) from 527,932 answers. We also
observe that code snippets in answers that are associated
with the C/C++ tags are not necessarily C/C++ code. For
example, users may tag a question as C/C++, but may put
none-code text within the HTML <code>...</code> tags.
Therefore, we use a tool called Guesslang12 to determine
whether a code snippet is actually written in C/C++. Guesslang generates a probability of a code snippet being one of
20 pre-defined programming languages, including C and
C++, with a guessing accuracy higher than 90% according
to its website13 . We check the top five language guesses to
see if any of them is C or C++ because we notice that this
simple criterion gives high accuracy. We manually check
the languages predicted by Gueslang using 100 randomly
sampled code snippets, which ensure that we can reach a
confidence level of 95% and a confidence interval of 10%. We
find that the programming language of 91 (i.e., 91%) of these
code snippets is correctly determined. By using Guesslang,
we obtain 646,716 C/C++ code snippets (with 826,520 code
versions) from 490,778 answers.
3.1.2

Detecting Weaknesses in Code Snippets

Common Weakness Enumeration, i.e., CWE, is a communitydeveloped list of common software security weaknesses14 .
In order to detect C/C++ code snippets with weaknesses,
i.e., Codew , we use a static C/C++ code analysis tool called
Cppcheck15 to scan all of the 826,520 code versions of the
resulting C/C++ code snippets. Cppcheck is a static analysis
tool for C/C++ that supports various source code level
checks, e.g., memory/resource leaks, automatic variable
checking, and bounds checking [18]–[20]. It supports static
checks that may not be covered by the compiler itself [21].
Cppcheck is widely used in error analysis for software
systems, such as OpenOffice.org16 , and Debian17 . From prior
studies, Cppcheck is observed to be highly precise. For
example, Pomorova et al. observed that Cppcheck has a
12

https://pypi.org/project/guesslang
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https://lwn.net/Articles/420252/
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precision of 89% [22]. Arusoaie et al. observed that all
the reported errors by Cppcheck were accurate in their
experiment [23]. Note that Cppcheck can identify 59 out of
the 89 types of code weaknesses in C/C++18 .
The accuracy of Cppcheck is subject to a rigorous evaluation. Three raters, i.e., the first three authors, constructed
an oracle dataset of 100 C/C++ code weaknesses – CWE instances, on Stack Overflow that were detected by Cppcheck.
Each CWE instance was manually examined by at least two
raters to determine whether it is a true CWE instance or
not. We observe that Cppcheck achieves an accuracy of 0.85
– 85 out of the 100 detected CWE instances are labelled
as true CWEs. Note that any disagreement was discussed
until consensus was reached among the three raters. We also
observe that the agreement among the raters is substantial
with a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.68 [24].
We observe that 682,588 code versions have no weakness
– no CWE is reported for the scanned code snippets, and
143,932 code versions have at least one weakness, i.e., a
CWE instance that is reported by Cppcheck). In addition, we
collect all the 154,198 CWE instances. Among all the CWE
instances, Cppcheck reports that 129,395 CWE instances are
related to syntax errors. Such syntax errors are usually due
to the incomplete nature of Stack Overflow code snippets.
We remove these instances from our analysis and focus on
the resulting 24,803 CWE instances in our following study,
which come from 11,748 Codew in 11,235 answers. Note
that a code snippet with weaknesses can be from either the
latest version of an answer or the earlier versions. From
these 11,748 Codew , we collect 14,934 code versions with
weaknesses, i.e., V ersionw , out of the 17,591 code versions.
Note that these 11,235 answers with code weaknesses –
Answerw , are associated with 10,634 questions, indicating
that a question can have more than one answer with code
weaknesses. In the rest of this paper, we further study these
CWE instances and their evolution in Stack Overflow code
snippets. In RQ1 (Section 4.1), we analyze Codew and their
associated CWE instances from the latest version of answers
in order to capture the current state of C/C++ security
weaknesses from Stack Overflow. In RQ2 (Section 4.2) and
RQ3 (Section 4.3), we analyze the evolution of these Codew
in order to capture the evolution of C/C++ security weaknesses and the user aspects of such weaknesses.
3.2

Study Approach

This subsection discusses the approaches of our empirical
study.
3.2.1 RQ1: What are the types of code weaknesses that
are detected in C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow?
Motivation: Stack Overflow has a large number of C/C++
code snippets. Code with weaknesses can lead to security
vulnerabilities if it is carelessly shared among developers.
To gain first-hand insights of C/C++ security weaknesses
on Stack Overflow, in this RQ, we analyze all the C/C++
code snippets in answers and investigate the characteristics
of CWE instances that are detected in these code snippets.
We wish to find out how commonly each CWE type is
18
We examined the source code of the Cppcheck version that we
used and observed that it supports 59 CWE types.
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detected in the C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow,
and the impact of these CWE types on real-world software
systems. By answering this RQ, we wish to provide insights
to developers on potential security risks when reusing Stack
Overflow code snippets, and to inform Stack Overflow
about potential security risks together with their trends over
time, thus further action can be proposed to enhance the
quality of crowdsourced code snippets on Stack Overflow.
Approach: To understand how common different types of
security weaknesses are detected on Stack Overflow, we
first analyze the CWE instances and their types as reported
by Cppcheck in the code snippets of the latest versions
of C/C++ answers. After identifying the types of CWE
instances, we analyze the characteristics of different CWE
types, e.g., the proportion of each CWE type among all CWE
instances and the trend of different CWE types in terms of
their number of instances over time, that is, from September
2008 to Dec 2018.
Furthermore, to evaluate the impact of our detected
security weaknesses of each CWE type, we map each
CWE type to its associated vulnerabilities in the Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures – CVE, which is a database
containing vulnerabilities that are exposed in real-world
software systems [25]. While a CWE instance represents
common patterns of vulnerabilities in source code, a CVE instance represents actually vulnerable instances within realworld software products or systems. For example, CVE2019-1591619 is a denial of service overflow vulnerability
reported in the Linux kernel. That CVE is associated with
CWE-11920 , i.e., improper restriction of operations within the
bounds of a memory buffer. We wish to characterize the impact
of different CWE types by examining the number of CVE
instances that are related to each CWE type. A CWE type
with a larger number of CVE instances indicates that this
CWE type has a more practical impact in terms of security
vulnerabilities on real-world software systems. We also use
the median score of the Common Vulnerability Scoring System
– CVSS21 , of all the CVE instances within a CWE type to
represent the severity of a CWE type. In this study, we are
specifically interested in the security impact of each code
weakness, i.e., CWE, and cvedetails.com enables us to count
the number of CVE instances for each CWE type directly. On
the other hand, nvd.nist.gov only lists CVE instances with
their associated CWE types. Hence, we collect the vulnerability data from cvedetails.com. To evaluate the impact of
different CWE types, we also refer to the 2019 CWE top 25
list that is made by the CWE team [26], [27]. The list ranks
weaknesses based on both their prevalence and the severity
of their associated CVEs. The list is a demonstration of the
most widespread and critical weaknesses with potentially
serious vulnerabilities. Weaknesses that are both popular
and severe can rank high in the CWE top 25 list.
Lastly, to understand how answers with code weaknesses are recognized by the community, i.e., through vote
or acceptance of an answer, we analyze the distribution of
answer scores across the latest code snippets with different
numbers of CWE instances, and calculate the Spearman’s
19
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rank-order correlation to understand whether answers containing more weaknesses are less likely to be upvoted. We
also calculate the proportion of answers with weaknesses
that are accepted by the askers to understand whether
answers can still contain weaknesses even though they are
accepted.
3.2.2 RQ2: How does code with weaknesses evolve
through revisions?
Motivation: Stack Overflow answers, including their associated code snippets, can be revised through revisions
as an effort to maintain the quality of the crowdsourced
knowledge [28]. Security weaknesses might be introduced
or eliminated through the evolution of such code snippets.
To gain a deeper understanding of when such Codew are
introduced and how they evolve, we study the evolution of
V ersionw . We wish to provide insights into the impact of
code revisions on the security weaknesses of code snippets,
e.g., whether the revision mechanism helps improve the
quality of code snippets in terms of their security weaknesses.
Approach: We first investigate when security weaknesses
are introduced throughout the evolution of Codew , i.e.,
which versions of code snippets start to contain weaknesses.
To do so, we collect all the versions of C/C++ code snippets,
i.e., including the initial and revised code, in Stack Overflow
answers, and scan them with Cppcheck to identify CWE
instances and their corresponding types. More specifically,
we examine all code snippets that have ever been revised
and analyze whether revisions help improve such snippets
in terms of security weaknesses. We compare the first and
last versions of a code snippet and aim to identify the
patterns of the evolution, i.e., whether the last version of
a code snippet has an additional, a reduced, or an equal
number of weaknesses compared to the first version of a
code snippet. Furthermore, we exam these patterns within
different CWE types. We also analyze code revisions by
comparing all the consecutive code versions to understand
the evolution of code quality over time.
We define the code snippets whose last version has more
CWE instances than their first version as deteriorated Codew ,
while code snippets whose last version has less CWE instances than their first version as improved Codew , and code
snippets whose last version has the same number of CWE
instances as their first version as unchanged Codew . If a code
snippet is identified as improved Codew , we consider that
revisions to this code snippet improve it in terms of reducing
security weaknesses.
We observe that users can point out the security issues of
a code snippet in comments. Therefore, it is also interesting
to investigate the relationship between the number of comments of an answer and the quality of Codew , i.e., whether
the associated answer of Codew that has more comments is
more likely to be improved eventually.
3.2.3 RQ3: What are the characteristics of the users who
contributed to code with weaknesses?
Motivation: During the creation or revision of a code snippet, users may introduce CWE instances in the code snippet
as shown in Section 4.2. In this RQ, we study the users
who introduce CWE instances, i.e., by either posting or
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editing code, during the evolution of Codew . Furthermore,
we explore the characteristics when they contribute Codew .
A better understanding of such users who participate in the
evolution of code snippets can provide insights for Stack
Overflow to improve their current mechanism, e.g., code
revision, for better code security practices.
Approach: We first identify those users who contributed
V ersionw . We examine whether the majority of V ersionw
were contributed by a small group of the users. Next, we
examine whether the activity level of a user on Stack Overflow is associated with the likelihood of their involvement
in V ersionw . To do so, we estimate a user’s activity level
through two aspects: the number of code versions that were
performed by a user and the reputation of the user. It
is challenging to measure a user’s activity level on Stack
Overflow. In our study, we use both code revision count in
C/C++ posts and reputation points as proxies to measure
user activity level. The reputation of a user is a common
proxy to measure user activity level in prior studies [5], [29]–
[31]. However, the reputation of a user is not directly related
to his/her activity level on Stack Overflow. For example, a
user can have a high reputation even if he/she only asks
popular questions and never posts any answer. Therefore,
reputation can be biased to the types of activities, i.e., asking
or answering, or activities in other programming languages.
To alleviate bias from reputation points, we also use the
number of code revisions made by a user to measure their
activity level in maintaining code snippets on Stack Overflow. Furthermore, we only consider the number of C/C++
code revisions, which directly reflects a user’s activity level
with regard to C/C++.
We analyze the correlation between the number of contributed code versions by a user, including both V ersionw
and code versions without weaknesses, and the code weakness density, i.e., the proportion of V ersionw , in all the
posted code versions by the same user. Second, we study
the characteristics of those involved users who contribute
any code version, including both V ersionw and code versions without weaknesses, using their gained reputation
points, as a proxy for user activity/involvement on Stack
Overflow [29], [31]. We examine whether the number of
CWE instances within the contributed V ersionw by a user
is correlated with the gained reputation points by the same
user. More specifically, we wish to examine whether or not
active users in terms of reputation points are more likely to
post secure code snippets. Finally, we wish to understand
if users repeatedly contribute the same type of weaknesses,
i.e., the same CWE type. We calculate the number of CWE
instances by a user across different CWE types. For users
who repeatedly post the same CWE type, we measure the
timespan of the CWE instances between the first and last
CWE instance.
Measurement of user reputation: The Stack Overflow platform only provides the current reputation points of a user.
In order to measure the reputation points of a user when
he/she posts or edits a code version, we first crawled22
the information of all users who posted/edited C/C++
code snippets, including Codew and code snippets without
weaknesses, about their daily gain of reputation points. To
22

We crawled the data on May 12, 2019.

calculate the reputation points when a user posted/edited a
code snippet, we sum up the daily gain of reputation points
before the date of the specific code version.
3.2.4 Qualitative study: How does the Stack Overflow community respond to security issues of C/C++ code snippets?
By the quantitative analyses described in Section 3.2.2, we
aim to understand whether code revisions have an impact
on the security weaknesses of Stack Overflow code snippets.
To better explain the impact of code revisions in code weaknesses reduction [32], we conducted a qualitative study to
find out the community feedback about the improvement to
code weaknesses. More specifically, we randomly selected
40 Answerw from which Cppcheck detected code weaknesses and manually suggested revisions to the corresponding Codew to fix these CWE instances. Then we collected
the feedback towards our suggested answer revisions, e.g.,
approving our suggested edit, or rejecting our suggestion to
revise the answer.

4

E VALUATION R ESULTS

This section provides the detailed results of our empirical
study for analyzing the characteristics of code with weaknesses – Codew , in terms of the types of weaknesses in Section 4.1 (RQ1), the evolution of Codew in Section 4.2 (RQ2),
and the contributors of such code snippets in Section 4.3
(RQ3).
4.1 RQ1: What are the types of code weaknesses that
are detected in C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow?
36% (i.e., 32 out of 89) of all the C/C++ CWE types are
identified in the C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow.
12,998 CWE instances are identified within the latest
versions of the 7,481 answers. Fig. 4 shows the number of
CWE instances in each of the 32 CWE types. The definition
of our detected CWE types can be found in Appendix A.
The top six most frequent CWE types are:
• CWE-908, i.e., the use of an uninitialized resource, with
7,041 (54.2%) instances: The resource is not properly initialized, and the program can change in an unintended way.
• CWE-401, i.e., improper release of memory before removing last reference, with 1,820 (14%) instances: Memory is
not properly released, and an attacker may take advantage
of the program in a low memory condition or even launch
a denial of service attack.
• CWE-775, i.e., missing release of file descriptor or handle
after effective lifetime, with 672 (5.2%) instances: A file
handler is not explicitly closed after it is used, and an
attacker can prevent other processes from accessing the
resource.
• CWE-562, i.e., return of stack variable address, with 612
(4.7%) instances: A function call returns an address on the
stack, and the value referenced by the address can change
unexpectedly.
• CWE-119, i.e., improper restriction of operations within
the Bounds of a Memory Buffer, with 518 (4%) instances:
A program can read from or write to a memory location
outside of a buffer, and arbitrary code may be executed by
redirecting a function pointer to malicious code.

7

CWE-758, i.e., reliance on undefined, unspecified, or
implementation-defined behavior, with 482 (3.7%) instances: A property may change its behavior when the
software is ported to a different platform.
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Fig. 4: The number of detected CWE instances in the latest
versions of answers on Stack Overflow, and the number of
CVE instances that are related to each CWE type. The intensity level of the color, e.g., red, indicates the frequency of the
reported CVE instances in real-world software systems. A
darker red indicates that more CVE instances were reported
in real-world software systems. The median CVSS score of
CVE instances in each CWE type is shown in parentheses
within the legend box.
Certain CWE types, e.g., CWE-119/416/190/476/415, are
associated with more security risks in real-world software
systems. More specifically, CWE-119/416/190/476/415
have a larger number of related CVE instances, with
12,285/1,073/996/803/151 CVE instances, respectively.
Fig. 4 shows the number of the reported CVE instances23
that are related to each CWE type. A CWE type with a larger
number of CVE instances indicates that this CWE type has a
more practical impact in terms of the security vulnerability
on real-world software systems. For example, 12,328 CVE
instances24 related to CWE-119 – improper restriction of
operations within the bounds of a memory buffer, were
reported, e.g., by companies who found CWE instances in
their code, while only one CVE instance25 related to CWE775 – missing release of file descriptor or handle after effective lifetime, was reported. Such Codew with CWE types
that are labeled in red in Fig. 4 probably should be tagged
with potential security risks since such CWE types have
higher potential impact on real-world software systems.
In addition, we calculate the viewcount of
question threads that are associated with CWE119/416/190/476/415, and find that it is higher than
the viewcount for question threads associated with other
CWE types – see Appendix B. Therefore, the former case
attracts significantly more traffic, and are more likely to be
used by developers. Neglecting the security weaknesses
23

The data was obtained on June 28, 2019.
https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/cweid-119/
vulnerabilities.html
25
https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/cweid-775/
vulnerabilities.html
24

that are associated with CWE types with a large number of
CVE instances can expose crowdsourced code snippets with
weaknesses and even potentially lead to harmful situations.
Although CWE-908/401 are detected frequently (i.e.,
54.2%/14% instances, respectively), no CVE instance is
ever reported for these CWE types. In total, there are
20 CWE types with no reported CVE instance. One possible explanation is that these CWE types are either noncritical in real-world software systems or are easy to detect
using security analysis tools during in-house testing, in
turn minimizing their security risks in real-world software
systems. It is also possible that the CVE database only
documents certain types of vulnerabilities, while it does not
cover vulnerabilities related to such CWE types. We observe
that CWE-908 is the most frequently-detected CWE type in
our studied code snippets. In a world of code searching
and sharing activities on Stack Overflow, developers can
post/share a code snippet in which the variables are not
properly initialized, making themselves exposed to potential vulnerabilities. For instance, the uninitialized resource,
such as a variable, may contain random values or content
that are not properly cleared, which may alter the expected
program behavior. Therefore, we suggest that developers
pay special attention to the missing initialization when
reusing C/C++ code snippets from Stack Overflow.
We observe that of the top 10 CWE types on Stack
Overflow in terms of the CWE instance count, CWE-119 and
CWE-476 are also in the 2019 CWE top 25 list, with a rank
of 1 and 14, respectively. In addition, the top 5 CWE types
on Stack Overflow, i.e., CWE-119/416/190/476/772, which
are associated with the largest CVE instance count, are all in
the 2019 CWE top 25 list, with a rank of 1, 7, 8, 14, and 21,
respectively. This finding suggests that the abovementioned
CWE types that are prevalent in terms of either CWE count
or CVE count have a large security impact.
Furthermore, we observe that CWE-119 that is associated with more than 10K CVE instances contains
high severity vulnerabilities with a median CVSS score
in the 7.0 – 8.9 range26 . The CWE types, i.e., CWE416/190/476/772/415/369, that are associated with 111 –
1256 CVE instances contain medium severity vulnerabilities
with a median CVSS score in the 4.0 – 6.9 range. Surprisingly, the CWE types that are associated with fewer than 100
CVE instances contain high severity vulnerabilities, except
for CWE-665 that has a median severity score of 5.8.
Overall, the proportion of Codew doubled from 2008
to 2018. Furthermore, Codew in certain CWE types, e.g.,
CWE-119, has increased in recent years. The growth trend
of Codew and CWE instance count in each individual CWE
type are shown in Appendix C. To further understand the
impact of such growing CWE types, we analyze the trend of
CWE-119, which is the CWE type with the largest number
of CVE instances in real-world software systems, and its
related CVE instances27 . We observe that the number of
CWE-119 instances dropped from 2008 to 2011 and since
then had a rising trend, although in both 2014 and 2017
the number of CWE instances dropped from the preceding
26

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln-metrics/cvss
The data is collected by crawling the CVE information website
on October 9, 2019 at https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/
cweid-119/vulnerabilities.html
27
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years, respectively. The corresponding CVE instances were
increasing until 2017 as shown in Fig. 5. In particular, the
severity level of CWE-119 is considerably higher than other
CWE types. Therefore, we suggest that developers be cautious about these CWE types when reusing code snippets
from Stack Overflow answers, especially paying attention
to the boundary of memory buffers when reusing C/C++
code snippets on Stack Overflow.

Fig. 5: The growth of the number of CWE-119 instances
normalized by the number of C/C++ code snippets in each
year. The growth of CVE instances related to CWE-119 is
also shown.
We observe that the median score of answers with different numbers of CWE instances is either zero or one. There
is no significant correlation between the answer scores and
the number of associated CWE instances (p-value = 0.01).
Thus, there is no difference in the scores of answers that
contain more or less weakness. In addition, out of the 12,998
CWE instances in the latest version of code snippets with
weaknesses, 9,535 (i.e., 73.4%) are in non-accepted answers,
showing that the majority of the code weaknesses are in
non-accepted answers.
We identify 36% (i.e., 32 out of 89) CWE types in
Stack Overflow answers. CWE-908 – use of uninitialized
resource, accounts for 54.2% of all the CWE instances.
In particular, some types of the detected CWEs, such
as CWE-119 – improper restriction of operations within the
bounds of a memory buffer, are common in code snippets
and are common weaknesses in real-world software
systems. We also observe that the proportion of Codew
doubled from 2008 to 2018, and that the number of
instances in some CWE types, e.g., CWE-775/119/685,
is rising in recent years.
4.2 RQ2: How does code with weaknesses evolve
through revisions?
92.6% (i.e., 10,884) of the 11,748 Codew has weaknesses
introduced when their code snippets were initially created
on Stack Overflow, and 69% (i.e., 8,103 out of 11,748) of the
Codew has never been revised, as shown in Table 2. For
example, an answer28 recommended the use of the strcpy
function to solve an error when checking if words in an
array of pointers to char are the same as words in a function,
although a comment pointed out that “this is bad, it uses scanf

and strcpy unsafely, which causes buffer overflows, a very serious
security vulnerability”, the answer was never revised.
In general, more rounds of code revisions are more
likely to reduce code weaknesses. In 31% (i.e., 3,645) of
Codew , there are 6,831 V ersionw , that is, code versions with
weaknesses. In these 3,645 code snippets with weaknesses,
there are a total number of 9,488 code versions. Table 2 lists
the number of Codew with different revision numbers. Note
that a code snippet with zero revision has one version in
its history. The proportion of improved Codew increases as
the number of revisions increases, indicating that having
more code revisions is beneficial in reducing security
weaknesses. More specifically, as the number of revisions
increases from one to ≥ three, the proportion of improved
Codew increases from 30.1% to 41.8%. We also perform a
Mann-Whitney test for both the improved and deteriorated
Codew with different revision numbers, and find that for
each case the last code version is significantly different
from the first code version in terms of the number of CWE
instances for each Codew (p-value < 0.05). To illustrate
how users revised their code snippets leading to a reduce
of weaknesses, we observe an accepted answer29 that was
revised five times. The initial code snippet in the answer
contained CWE-562 – return of stack variable address, while
the latest code snippet no longer contained any weakness.
The answerer also posted two comments under the question
to explain that “I had to fix my answer so dest wasn’t statically
allocated ...”, and to further warn that “... to reduce risk of
misuse and memory leaks. A common problem is that people may
come back later to make changes ‘borrow’ a function for quick use
in another feature of the program or another solution and miss that
fact and introduce a leak. So it’s a good precautionary action.”
TABLE 2: The number/proportion of Codew versus different number of code revisions.
#Revisions
0
≥1
1
2
≥3

https://stackoverflow.com/a/52807726/

#Unchanged
NA
1,886 (51.7%)
1,340 (56.6%)
349 (45.1%)
197 (39.2%)

#Improved
NA
1,218 (33.4%)
714 (30.1%)
294 (38.0%)
210 (41.8%)

#Deteriorated
NA
541 (14.8%)
315 (13.3%)
131 (16.9%)
95 (18.9%)

In Codew with different rounds of code revisions, a
larger proportion of code snippets have reduced rather
than increased the number of their associated security
weaknesses. To illustrate, an answer30 created a file but
never closed it. Later, another user edited the code to properly close the file in order to release the file handler. Table 2
shows that the improved Codew are at least twice more than
the deteriorated Codew for different numbers of code revisions. In the circumstances when code revisions introduce
more weaknesses, i.e., deteriorated Codew , the proportion of
deteriorated Codew slightly increases from 13.3% to 18.9%
as the number of code revisions increases from one to ≥
three. Compared with the improved Codew , the deteriorated
Codew have more CWE instances that are possibly related to
the addition of more LOC to existing code snippets. To test
this assumption, we investigate the relationship between the
change of lines of code and the change of number of CWE
29

28

#Codew
8,103
3,645
2,369
774
502

30

https://stackoverflow.com/a/41971294/
https://stackoverflow.com/revisions/18637122/3/
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instances from the first to the last version of a code snippet.
We calculate the LOC change ratio using the following
equation:

LOC change ratio =

LOC(last) − LOC(f irst)
LOC(f irst)

where LOC(f irst) and LOC(last) present the LOC in the
first and last versions, respectively. We calculate the change
of the CWE instance number as the change of CWE instances
from the first code version to the last code version:

CW E count(last) − CW E count(f irst)
We find that the higher the proportion of LOC change
ratio, the more the number of CWE instances changes,
suggesting that there is a positive correlation between the
LOC change ratio and the CWE change. The distribution
of the change of CWE instances number in Codew with
different ranges of LOC change ratio is shown in Fig. 6.
Code weaknesses are more likely to be detected and a Stack
Overflow user is exposed to a higher security risk, especially
after revising an answer by adding more code. We cannot
make any data-supported conclusion of the reasons for this
observation, but one possible explanation is that the user
is not aware of the security consequences of the provided
content, and the chance of having risk increases when more
code is given.
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We calculate the change of CWE instances in two consecutive versions in the 3,645 code snippets with at least two
code versions (i.e., 5,843 code revisions in total). In the 5,843
code revisions, 3,728 (i.e., 63.8%) of them have the same
number of CWE instances compared with the preceding
code version. 1,400 (i.e., 24.0%) of the revisions have fewer
CWE instances compared with the preceding code version.
715 (i.e., 12.2%) of the revisions have more CWE instances
compared with the preceding code version. Therefore, the
majority of the consecutive code revisions (i.e., 63.8%) do
not change code weakness. In the rest (i.e., 36.2%) of the
code revisions, revisions are more likely to decrease the
code weakness than to increase the code weakness. Among
all the consecutive code revisions, 24% correct code weaknesses, while after multiple code revisions, i.e., comparing
the last version with the first version, 33.4% eventually
correct code weaknesses. Therefore, more weaknesses are
eventually fixed even though they were not fixed in earlier
revisions. Fig. 7 shows the distributions of code revisions
with different numbers of CWE instances. We observe that
the time between the first and last version with weaknesses
is much shorter than the time from the last version with
weaknesses to present time31 , as shown in Appendix D. In
other words, users do not see much of the earlier versions
compared to the latest version, and the latest version is the
final version that is presented to users.
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We compare Codew and code snippets without weaknesses in terms of their revision number to exam whether
Codew are more likely to be revised. Among all the 646,716
code snippets that are scanned by Cppcheck, 20.1% (i.e.,
130,100) have been revised, while a larger proportion, that
is, 31% (i.e., 3,645 out of 11,748) of Codew have been revised,
indicating that Codew are more likely (54.2%) to be revised.
The rest 69% of the Codew have never been revised. Weaknesses are present in these code snippets as they are created
and no further action is ever performed. Khandelwal et
al. conducted a survey to understand whether gamification
helps in peer code review activity, and found that 54% of
the correspondents were in strong favour of gamification
in code review [33]. Therefore, future research may study
whether a gamification mechanism can encourage code
review and thus alleviate the risk of code weaknesses on
Stack Overflow.
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Fig. 6: The distribution of the change of CWE instances
number across different ranges of LOC change ratio. The
negative CWE change occurs within the improved Codew .
The zero CWE change occurs within the unchanged Codew .
The positive CWE change occurs within the deteriorated
Codew .
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Fig. 7: The distribution of code revisions with different
number of CWE instances in an unchanged, improved, and
deteriodated revision, respectively.
We further examine the impact of code revisions on the
number of CWE instances within each CWE type. For each
specific CWE type, we extract the number of CWE instances
in the last code version, i.e., Clast , the number of CWE
instances in the first code version, i.e., Cf irst , and calculate
the change of CWE instances as: (Clast − Cf irst )/Cf irst .
For the majority of CWE types, revisions of Codew reduce the number of CWE instances. For each CWE type, we
extract all the Codew that contain such CWE instances, and
compare the number of CWE instances in this CWE type
between the first and last version of the same Codew . As
shown in Fig. 8, we observe that the CWE instances increase
for only 6 CWE types, i.e., 404/672/682/786/825/910, while
31

As of December 2018, when our data was collected.
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it drops for 24 CWE types. To test if the difference is statistically significant, we perform a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for
each CWE type by comparing the number of CWE instances
between the first and last version (i.e., paired comparisons).
In Fig. 8, we label the change of CWE instances with a ∗
sign when the difference is statistically significant (i.e., pvalue < 0.05). Note that none of the increases in the number of CWE instances for CWE-404/672/682/786/825/910
is statistically significant, indicating that the revisions of
Codew do not increase the number of CWE instances significantly. On the other hand, the improved Codew have
a statistically significant drop in their number of CWE119/401/562/664/665/685/687/758/762/775/788/908, indicating the revision of such Codew leads to a decrease in
the security weaknesses. Note that for the rest of CWE types
with a drop in their last code versions, the revision does
not lead to a decrease in the security weaknesses, possibly
due to the small number of CWE instances in such cases,
i.e., a median value of 20, and a maximum value of 78. We
encourage users to pay extra attention to the rest of these
CWE types.
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The majority of the C/C++ V ersionw were contributed by
a small number of users. 72.4% (i.e., 10,652) of V ersionw
were posted by 36% (i.e., 2,292) of users, as shown in Fig. 9.
64.0% (i.e., 4,070) of the users who contribute V ersionw
have contributed only one V ersionw . Among all the 85,165
users who posted C/C++ code snippets, only 7.5% (i.e.,
6,361) of them posted code snippets that have weaknesses.
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Fig. 8: The change of CWE instances for different CWE
types. * indicates that the change is statistically significant
(i.e., p-value < 0.05).
In summary, we observe that code revisions are associated with a reduction in the number of security weaknesses
in code snippets in general; however, some code revisions
can also introduce weaknesses. We suggest online weakness
detection tools to be used to identify Codew . We find that
the majority of Codew remain unchanged to the community:
they are never revised and may be reused by others. We also
observe that 4,271 (i.e., 36.4%) of Codew are in an answer
revision, i.e., weaknesses still exist even after an answer is
revised. We suggest Stack Overflow to use better incentives
together with weakness detection tools to motivate users to
actively reduce code weaknesses through answer revisions,
in turn improving the crowdsourced code quality from a
security perspective.
We observe that Codew without any revisions are less
likely to have comments in the associated answer, while
Codew that are eventually improved have more comments
in the associated answer – see Appendix E. This finding
suggests the positive effect of discussions through commenting on improving the quality of code snippets. As
shown in Fig. 3, a comment pointed out that the strl-
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More rounds of code revisions are associated with
a reduction in the number of code weaknesses. A
larger proportion of Codew have reduced rather
than increased the number of security weaknesses.
There is a positive correlation between the LOC
change ratio and the CWE change number. In
the majority of CWE types, code revisions reduce
their associated CWE instances. Especially for CWE119/401/562/664/665/685/687/758/762/775/788/908,
the number of weaknesses drops significantly. In
addition, Codew are more likely (54.2%) to be revised
than code in general. However, the majority of Codew
have weaknesses introduced in the first code version
and they are never revised.
4.3 RQ3: What are the characteristics of the users who
contributed to code with weaknesses?
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cpy/strlcat functions are insecure in an answer although
the answer was never edited. Users are recommended to
read through the associated comments in an answer in case
security knowledge is added by the community through
commenting.
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Fig. 9: The accumulative proportion of V ersionw that were
posted by the proportion of users.
More active users are less likely to introduce Codew .
Fig. 10 illustrates the relationship between the number of
code revisions contributed by a user and the weakness
density of a user’s code. The figure shows that the weakness density of a user’s code drops when the number
of contributed code revisions by the user increases. In
particular, 15.1% (i.e., 958) of the users contribute only one
code version ever and it is a V ersionw , as shown by the top
left point in Fig. 10. In Fig. 11, we compare the reputation of
the contributor for a code version with different numbers of
CWE instances in the code version, which shows that users
with higher reputation tend to introduce fewer CWE instances in their contributed code versions. As an example,
one user has only 6 V ersionw , while the current reputation
of that user is more than 500K32 . In particular, we show the
32

https://stackoverflow.com/users/505088/

median user reputation for each group of contributors, and
the medium reputation of the contributors to code versions
without weaknesses are at least three times higher than
the medium reputation of the contributor to V ersionw . We
run a Mann-Whitney test and observe that the difference
in contributors’ reputation between code versions without
weaknesses and V ersionw is significant with a p-value <
0.05.
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Fig. 10: As the number of code revisions increases for a user,
the density of contributed V ersionw by that user drops.
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contributed CWE-775, i.e., missing release of file descriptor or
handle after effective lifetime, for 79 times33 . Furthermore, we
observe that the timespan when users repeatedly post the
same CWE type is short for the majority of the CWE types,
i.e., a median value of less than one day except for CWE-562
– see Appendix F. Future tooling support to identify Stack
Overflow code vulnerability can actively support users who
repeatedly contribute the same code weakness type.
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Fig. 12: The number/proportion of users who contribute a
different number of CWE instances.
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Fig. 11: The distribution of user reputation points for users
who contribute code versions both without and with different numbers of CWE instances.
In total, 78.0% of users contribute code with only one
CWE type. Furthermore, 42.2% (i.e., 2,686) of the users
contribute only one CWE instance in all their V ersionw ,
as shown in Fig. 12. 81.8% (i.e., 5,206) of the users contribute
less than five CWE instances in all their V ersionw .
Users tend to commit the same types of CWE instances
repeatedly. For each CWE type, we show the distribution of
the number of contributed CWE instances by different users
in Fig. 13. The figure suggests that certain Stack Overflow
users repeatedly contribute code snippets with specific CWE
types. For example, we observe that in CWE-401/775/908
some users contribute code with such CWE types for more
than 10 times. In other words, users may not even realize
that they are posting code snippets with the same potential
security weaknesses repeatedly. For example, one user has

Fig. 13: The distribution of contributed CWE instances by
different users for different CWE types.
To better understand how users contribute different
CWE types, we analyze the users who actively contribute
code weaknesses, i.e., at least five CWE instances, in their
V ersionw . To understand the CWE types that are contributed by each user, we calculate the normalized entropy
of the CWE types from his/her posted Codew . More specifically, we wish to measure whether the CWE types that are
contributed by a user are concentrated on a small number
of CWE. We count the number of CWE instances for each
CWE type, and calculate the normalized entropy of the
resulting distribution. Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the
normalized entropy for 1,153 users who contributed at least
5 CWE instances. An entropy value of 0 indicates that the
user only contributed a single type of CWE in their code
snippets. We observe that 37.7% of users are likely to
introduce a single type of CWE instances in their posted
code versions.
33
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Fig. 14: The distribution of entropy for CWE instances of
different types.

The majority (i.e., 72.4%) of V ersionw were contributed
by 36% of the users who contributed V ersionw . Only
7.5% of users who contributed C/C++ code snippets
had code weaknesses. Users contribute fewer V ersionw
as their activities increase in terms of both the number
of contributed code versions and the gained reputation.
78.0% of the users contribute only one CWE type, and
users tend to have the same CWE type repeatedly in
their contributed code.

5

I MPLICATIONS OF OUR F INDINGS

5.1 How does the Stack Overflow community respond
to security issues of C/C++ code snippets?
In our qualitative study to understand how the Stack Overflow community responds to code weaknesses, we observe
that 25 out of our 40 (i.e., 62.5%) suggested revisions are
adopted by the Stack Overflow community, i.e., approved
by either the answerers themselves or the Stack Overflow
moderators. For example, we fixed a potential memory leak
caused by inappropriate use of realloc in an answer34 , which
has been adopted by the answerer. Note that no reason was
provided when a suggested revision was approved.
For the suggested revisions that were rejected, the reasons for the rejections can be: “this edit was intended to
address the author of the post and makes no sense as an edit,
it should have been written as a comment or an answer.” For
example, our attempt35 to fix a potential resource leak was
rejected by Stack Overflow moderators based on the abovementioned reason. Note that most of the rejected revisions
were done by Stack Overflow moderators. Although they
considered the revisions should have been contributed in a
different format, they agreed that the revisions addressed
security weaknesses. From our experiment, we do note that
the posting of a comment before suggesting the actual code
revisions can improve the chance of the suggested revisions
being adopted [28]. Our experiment indicates that the effort
of fixing the detected code weaknesses are acknowledged by
the Stack Overflow community; however, we observe that
even for the same code weakness, one suggested revision
in an associated answer can be approved while a suggested
revision in another answer can be rejected. Some moderators
may not be aware of the risk of weaknesses in code snippets,
and they are possibly rejecting code revisions that aim
34
35

https://stackoverflow.com/review/suggested-edits/24247281
https://stackoverflow.com/review/suggested-edits/24246951

to improve the security of the shared code snippets on
Stack Overflow. In the 15 out of our 40 suggested revisions
that were rejected, the different reasons are summarized in
Appendix G.
The feedback from the Stack Overflow community highlights the need of a tool to automatically detect and correct
Codew , which can identify vulnerable C++ code snippets
and warn the user with both explanation and mitigation of
the vulnerability as proposed in [6].
5.2

Implications for Stack Overflow users

Table 4 shows our major findings from empirically mining
the C/C++ Codew on Stack Overflow and their implications.
We find that certain types of weaknesses, e.g., CWE-119,
are common on Stack Overflow while also popular in realworld software systems. We suggest users to pay attention
to operations at the bounds of the memory buffer in their
code.
Overall, users should be cautious when reusing code
from Stack Overflow, since we find the proportion of Codew
have doubled during 10 years, i.e., 2008 – 2018. Furthermore,
the frequency of CWE-775/119/685 is rising in recent years.
Certain users are repeatedly contributing the same type of
weaknesses. New mechanism can be designed to alert such
users about their security issues when they contribute Stack
Overflow code snippets. Based on our finding that code revisions are associated with a reduction in code weaknesses,
additional efforts are needed to better assist developers with
removing code weaknesses.
We observe that more active users on Stack Overflow
contribute fewer Codew . Code revisions, especially the ones
that reduce code weaknesses, can be rewarded by extra
reputation points and/or badges to improve the quality of
the crowdsourced code snippets on Stack Overflow. Note
that prior work [5] observe that the user reputation does
not correlate with insecure Python code snippets on Stack
Overflow. One assumption is that different programming
languages may have different phenomenons. We encourage
future research to investigate the usage patterns of code
vulnerability across different programming languages.
Furthermore, the answerers who contributed more code
weaknesses are less active since we observe that more active
users contributed fewer V ersionw . We suggest that Stack
Overflow can scan the code snippets online when users
post answers. Therefore, inactive users can be alerted about
their potentially insecure code before they contribute such
code in their answers. Our qualitative study of 40 Codew
demonstrates the value of online code review to actively
improve the security quality of the code base on Stack
Overflow, together with commenting on code weaknesses.
Currently, it is up to the users themselves to decide
whether code snippets are secure enough to share and/or
reuse on Stack Overflow. To illustrate the current situation of code security on Stack Overflow, we show a Stack
Overflow META discussion36 . In the question, the asker
cited that “Internet resources such as Stack Overflow are blamed
for promoting insecure solutions that are naively copypasted by
inexperienced developers”, and asked that “does this mean we
36

https://meta.stackoverflow.com/q/356892/
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TABLE 3: Our major findings from empirically mining the C/C++ Codew on Stack Overflow and their implications.
Code weakness types – Section 4.1
Cppcheck, which is able to detect 59 out of all the 89 C/C++
CWE types, reports 32 C/C++ CWE types in Stack Overflow code
snippets. 12,998 CWE instances are detected in the latest versions of
7,481 answers.
CWE-119/416/190/476/415 are associated with security risks in
real-world software systems. The viewcount of question threads
with these CWE types are higher than question threads that are
associated with other CWE types.
The proportion of Codew grows year by year and doubles from 2008
to 2018.
Evolution of Codew through code revisions – Section 4.2
92.6% of the 11,748 Codew have weaknesses introduced when
initially created.
More code revisions are associated with a reduction of code weaknesses. In the majority of CWE types, code revisions are associated
with a reduction in the number of CWE instances.
31% of Codew were revised, while 20.1% of C/C++ code snippets
were revised.
Codew contributor characteristics – Section 4.3
7.5% of the 85,165 users posted C/C++ code snippets have contributed code weaknesses.
More active users contribute fewer weaknesses.
Users tend to commit the same CWE types repeatedly.

should do something about it or is it all the developers fault?”.
In the two associated answers within this question, one
answer starts with “no, we don’t have to change a thing”,
while the other starts with “I don’t think we have to change
anything systematically.” Thus, on Stack Overflow META, the
opinions of how code security should be maintained show
that both the community and the platform do not need to be
responsible for improving code security. Our study analyzes
how the improvement of code security is done in real-world
practices on Stack Overflow. We observe more than 10,000
code weaknesses in our experiment. Our qualitative study
demonstrates that actively tagging code with weaknesses is
accepted by the community, leading to an improvement of
the crowdsourced code quality.

6

T HREATS TO VALIDITY

External validity: In this study, we focus on C/C++ code
snippets, while code snippets in other programming languages may have distinct characteristics from our findings
of C/C++ code snippets. We encourage future research
to investigate security weaknesses in other programming
languages.
Furthermore, we only investigate code snippets from
Stack Overflow answers. Note that code snippets from questions can also have weaknesses. Since questions are posted
by askers to seek solutions for their problems, the code
snippets in questions are probably problematic to start with.
However, code snippets in answers are posted by users who
aim to solve issues. Their code snippets are shared more
frequently. Therefore, we study code snippets in answers to
provide security related insights.
To mitigate the bias from pseudo code or command line
functions, we remove code snippets with less than five lines
of code. We may lose a portion of code snippets. However,
we do note that there is no standard way to determine the
threshold for removing such code snippets, and we follow

Implications
Code weaknesses are detected in 2% of the C/C++ answers with
code snippets. Stack Overflow can perform CWE scanning for all
the code that is hosted on its platform.
Certain CWE types have higher risks, thus users should pay special
attention to such security issues.
The security issue on Stack Overflow should be alerted since it is
growing over time.
Implications
Developers should pay attention to the security aspects of their code
when they post answers.
Stack Overflow should encourage better code review mechanisms
and motivate users to revise code with possible security vulnerabilities.
Users make revisions to Codew 54.2% more than code in general.
Implications
A small group of users contribute code weakness.
The Stack Overflow code snippets can leverage user activity level to
prioritize code reviewing activities.
Future tooling is needed to help users improve their code by alerting
them about weaknesses in their code contributions.

prior studies [16], [17] in using a threshold of five lines of
code. In addition, we use the Guesslang tool to determine
whether a code snippet is written in C/C++. Guesslang
is based on a deep learning model trained with source
code files. Although the accuracy of the tool is evaluated
to be 91% from our 100 randomly sampled code snippets,
around 10% of our collected C/C++ code snippets can be
false positives. Code snippets that are not in C/C++ can be
introduced in our study and may bias our understanding of
code weaknesses in Stack Overflow answers. We encourage
future research to develop more accurate techniques to
identify C/C++ code snippets.
We detect code snippets with weaknesses using Cppcheck. Cppcheck can identify 59 out of the 89 types of
C/C++ code weaknesses. The results that are generated by
Cppcheck can contain false positives, which may bias our
results, although it aims to minimize false positives37 . In
order to understand the bias of studying the code snippets
with Cppcheck, we manually evaluated the accuracy of
Cppcheck in Section 3.1.2 and found that it has an accuracy
of 0.85.
Internal validity: When we scan code snippets with Cppcheck, we skip any code snippet that returns syntax errors.
Such code snippets are probably code segments that miss
a substantial part of the compilable code, thus are not
included in our study. This approach may not capture all
types of security weaknesses in C/C++ code snippets on
Stack Overflow. We evaluate users’ activity level by their
reputation points on Stack Overflow. It is possible that a
user has gained reputation points by activities in other
tags. Thus, the gained reputation points may not accurately
reflect the activity level in C/C++ programming languages.
To complement this, we also consider the number of code
revisions that a user has done as the proxy of the activity
level of the user.
37
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We note that there is no single approach that can fully
specify the impact of code weaknesses. To provide a thorough view of the impact of code weaknesses, in this study
we evaluate the impact of different CWE types by referring
to both the CVSS scores and the 2019 CWE top 25 list to
provide an overview picture of the impact of CWEs in real
world projects. While the CVSS score assesses the severity
of a CVE instance, the 2019 CWE top 25 list characterizes
the impact of a code weakness that can potentially lead to
software vulnerabilities. The CWE top 25 list is provided by
the CWE team in evaluating the impact of each CWE type.
This approach uses vulnerabilities that have CVE records in
the National Vulnerability Database – NVD. However, even in
the same top 25 list, some CWE types may have a higher
severity score than others, and weaknesses that are not
included in the list can still have an impact while being
underrepresented in the CWE top 25 list. In addition, the
vulnerabilities that are reported by their vendors in the
CVE dataset may not represent all the security risks that
developers encounter. Last but not least, we use the CWE
top 25 list that was published in 2019, while the list itself
can evolve over time with their rankings changed or certain
CWE types added/removed in the future. Although the
majority (i.e., 22) of the CWE types in 2019 still remain as
the top 25 in 2020, the interpretation of our analysis reflects
the exposure of code weaknesses in 2019. We encourage
future work to evaluate the impact of code weaknesses on
Stack Overflow, for example, by considering an industry
standard third party independent list of security impact, or
conducting user surveys. Future work can also study the
evolution of code weaknesses over time.
Construct validity: Threats related to the construct validity is related to how we define a code snippet as unchanged/improved/deteriorated in terms of its weakness.
In our study, we use the number of CWE instances that are
detected by Cppcheck as a proxy to measure the quality
of a code snippet. However, certain CWE types are more
severe than other CWE types. Thus, a quantitative measure,
e.g., CWE count, that indicates the quality of code may
be biased, as one CWE instance may be more severe than
multiple CWE instances combined. To evaluate the impact
of code weaknesses, we also show in Fig. 4 the median
CVSS score, i.e., a score to represent the severity of software
vulnerabilities, of CVE instances that are crawled from
cvedetails.com in July 2020 in each CWE type in Section 4.1.
According to NVD38 , a CVSS score of 4.0 to 6.9 is considered
medium severity, and a CVSS score of 7.0 to 10.0 is considered high severity. To further understand how code weaknesses are evolving, we also analyze the change of CWE
instances for different CWE types in Fig. 8. Furthermore,
in our experiment of reporting the results of our scanned
code weaknesses on Stack Overflow, 62.5% of the identified
weaknesses were acknowledged and addressed by users,
indicating that Cppcheck can detect code weaknesses that
are of concern by the Stack Overflow community.
Another threat to our construct validity is about how
we measure the activity level of a user. It is challenging to
measure a user’s activities on Stack Overflow. In our study,
we use both code revision count and reputation points
38
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as proxies to measure user activities. Although these two
proxies may introduce bias, our results that are observed
based on them are aligned. Future research can explore
other metrics to characterize user activities and understand
how different users post insecure code snippets on Stack
Overflow.
In RQ3, we select the users that have contributed more
than five CWE instances. The threshold selection could be a
construction threat to our results. To mitigate the threat, we
set the threshold of at least two CWE instances from a user
and observed that our result still holds. For 3,666 users who
contributed at least two CWE instances, the majority (i.e.,
61.8%) of users are likely to introduce a single CWE type in
their posted code versions.

7
7.1

R ELATED W ORK
Security in Software Systems

Code security is a critical issue in software engineering.
Vulnerable code can undermine the quality of software
systems. A remarkable research effort has been invested in
the security issues of software systems. For example, Pletea
et al. found that 10% of discussions on GitHub are related
to security [34]. Acar et al. surveyed security guidance
resources on the web to inform developers about how to
write secure code [35]. Especially, C/C++ security issues are
commonly studied in the literature [36]–[43]. Alnaeli et al.
analyzed how vulnerable source code is used in 15 C/C++
software systems. They showed that vulnerable functions,
such as strcmp, strlen and memcpy, play a major roles in
unsafe code [42]. Mcheick et al. proposed a tool to detect
memory management and type errors in C/C++ based on
runtime information [40]. Yang et al. proposed an approach
in a commercial security analysis tool to assist developers
in fixing software vulnerabilities [44]. Different from prior
studies that focus on security at the system level, we focus
our study on code snippets.
7.2

Studying Code on Stack Overflow

For more than 10 years, Stack Overflow has accumulated
questions and answers related to programming, including
millions of code snippets. Stack Overflow code snippets are
valuable resources for developers. They have been actively
studied in the software engineering community. Yang et
al. studied the usability of code snippets across C#, Java,
JavaScript and Python [15]. They observed that Python and
JavaScript code snippets are more parsable/runnable than
Java/C#. An et al. analyzed 399 Android apps to investigate potential license violations when developers reuse
code snippets from Stack Overflow and from Android apps
into Stack Overflow [13]. Treude et al. surveyed how Stack
Overflow code snippets are self-explanatory [45]. Campos et
al. analyzed JavaScript code snippets on Stack Overflow and
flagged violations, such as errors and stylistic issues [46].
To better understand whether security issues exist and
how they are present in the crowdsourced knowledge of
Stack Overflow, prior studies investigated various security aspects on Stack Overflow. For example, Yang et al.
investigated security-related questions on Stack Overflow.
They identified both popular and difficult topics related to
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security that are asked on Stack Overflow [47]. Barua et
al. explored the discussion topics on Stack Overflow and
identified security as a diverse topic that crosses multiple
domains [48]. Fischer et al. analyzed insecure code snippets
related to Android on Stack Overflow, and found that 15%
of 1.3 million Android applications contained insecure code
snippets from Stack Overflow [2]. Meng et al. inspected
Stack Overflow threads that are related to Java security and
identified the root causes and solutions for Java secure coding [4]. Chen et al. extracted Stack Overflow code snippets
related to Java security and observed that at least 41% of
their inspected security-related answers are insecure [31].
Acar et al. surveyed the security quality of Stack Overflow
threads and observed that although Stack Overflow crowdsourced knowledge is accessible compared with official API
documentation it often leads to insecurity [49]. Lopez et al.
conducted a study to examine how users ask questions related to security on Stack Overflow. They found that security
conversations are rich, and some askers and commenters
are actively involved in such conversations [50]. Rahman
et al. analyzed Python code snippets on Stack Overflow and
found that they suffered from insecure coding practices such
as code injection [5].
Prior studies examined vulnerabilities on Stack Overflow for Android [2], Java [4], and Python [5]. Different from
these studies, our study focuses on C/C++ code snippets,
which is the programming language with the most CWE
types out of all programming languages – giving us a
much larger number of observations. We have a number
of observations. For instance, a prior study [5] notes that
the user reputation does not correlate with insecure Python
code snippets on Stack Overflow, which is the opposite of
our finding. In their study, user reputation is normalized
by the membership period of a user. We also calculated
the normalized user reputation and our findings still hold
in terms of the reputation points normalized by time –
more active users contribute fewer C/C++ code weaknesses.
Different programming language communities may have
different user contributions in terms of code weaknesses. In
addition, we studied how code weaknesses evolve through
revisions and the characteristics of the contributors of these
code weaknesses.
C/C++ code weaknesses on Stack Overflow have not
been extensively studied in prior work. In [6], Verdi et al.
observed that the number of both CWE and vulnerable answers drops over the years39 . Different from their study, we
observe that the proportion of code snippets with C/C++
weaknesses are increasing over the years from 2009 to 2018.
The difference in the research design may contribute to the
differences between the two findings. For example, Verdi et
al. studied answers with the C++ tag, while in our study
answers from both the C and C++ tags are examined. In
our qualitative study, we observe that users do care about
code weaknesses, i.e., Stack Overflow moderators/users
frequently fixed the code weaknesses that we reported. Our
study highlights the need for a better mechanism to improve
the management of Codew , especially given that the number
of code weaknesses is increasing over time but weakness
maintenance efforts are not increasing proportionally, lead39

Fig. 6 from https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.01321

ing to Stack Overflow becoming a more and more insecure
platform for crowdsourced knowledge sharing.
In addition, Verdi et al. analyzed the prevalence of
the migration of vulnerable C++ code snippets from Stack
Overflow to GitHub [6], while our study focuses on all
C/C++ code snippets on Stack Overflow, including both
code snippets that are possibly migrated to GitHub and
code snippets that are not migrated to GitHub. Code snippets with weaknesses may pose a risk even if they have
yet to migrate to GitHub. For example, code snippets may
be already in use by commercial systems or other open
source systems that are not hosted publicly on GitHub; in
addition, such vulnerable code may get migrated to GitHub
in the future. Besides analyzing the vulnerability types,
we also analyze the revision history of Codew and users
that contribute such code snippets. We obtain insightful
observations, e.g., revisions do help reduce the number of
CWE instances, and some contributors repeat the same CWE
throughout their different contributions.
In this paper, we conduct a large-scale empirical study
to analyze all code snippets in Stack Overflow answers
tagged with C/C++. We are the first study that studies
the weaknesses of C/C++ code, which is known to have
the most security vulnerabilities [10]. We provide insights
to developers so their code sharing activities lead to fewer
security risks.
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C ONCLUSION

Code snippets on Stack Overflow are shared widely by
developers and code security is a critical condition for
reuse. In this study, we investigate the weakness of C/C++
code snippets on Stack Overflow by scanning 646,716
C/C++ code snippets in Stack Overflow answers using
Cppcheck. We identified 32 types of code weaknesses on
Stack Overflow, and observed that some CWE types, i.e.,
CWE-119/416/190/476/415, are also associated with many
vulnerabilities in real-world software systems. In order to
explore how Codew evolve, we analyze the revision history of such Codew and find that more code revisions
are associated with a reduction of code weaknesses. Our
analysis also shows that more active users contribute fewer
V ersionw . Our findings can be leveraged by future studies
to improve the quality of Stack Overflow’s crowdsourced
code snippets.
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A PPENDIX A
T HE DEFINITION OF CWE TYPES DETECTED ON
S TACK OVERFLOW

A PPENDIX C
G ROWTH TREND OF Codew AND CWE INSTANCE

Table 4 shows the detected CWE types in C/C++ code
snippets on Stack Overflow and their associated definitions
from mitre.org40 .

Fig. 16 shows the trend of the proportion of Codew over
the past 11 years, i.e., from 2008 to 2018. To alleviate the
effect that in the earlier years of Stack Overflow there was
a greater growth of activities, we normalize the number of
Codew in each year by the total number of posted C/C++
code snippets in the same year. The proportion of Codew
grows and peaks by 2015, then slightly drops and remains
steady until 2018.
We inspect the trend of each individual CWE type and
observe that in recent years the number of CWE instances,
after normalized by the number of code snippets in the same
year, in CWE-775/119/685/788/628/762/910 is increasing,
as shown in Fig. 17.

TABLE 4: CWE types and their associated definitions
CWE type
908
401
775
562
119
758
664
476
685
768
788
665
628
190
771
762
369
398
682
910
786
687
415
587
590
772
416
825
672
404
131
571

Definition
Use of uninitialized resource
Missing release of memory after effective lifetime
Missing release of file descriptor or handle after effective lifetime
Return of stack variable address
Improper restriction of operations within the bounds
of a memory buffer
Reliance
on
undefined,
unspecified,
or
implementation-defined behavior
Improper control of a resource through its lifetime
NULL pointer dereference
Function call with incorrect number of arguments
Incorrect short circuit evaluation
Access of memory location after end of buffer
Improper initialization
Function call with incorrectly specified arguments
Integer overflow or wraparound
Missing reference to active allocated resource
Mismatched memory management routines
Divide by zero
Indicator of poor code quality
Incorrect calculation
Use of expired file descriptor
Access of memory location before start of buffer
Function call with incorrectly specified argument
value
Double free
Assignment of a fixed address to a pointer
Free of memory not on the heap
Missing release of resource after effective lifetime
Use after free
Expired pointer dereference
Operation on a resource after expiration or release
Improper resource shutdown or release
Incorrect calculation of buffer size
Expression is always true

COUNT

A PPENDIX D
T IME DIFFERENCE : FIRST, LAST, AND THE PRESENT
TIME

The time from first to last code version with weaknesses is
much shorter than the time from last version to the present
time, as shown in Fig. 18.

Viewcount in question threads with CWE−119/416/190/476/415
Viewcount in question threads with other CWE types

100

The median viewcount of the question threads that are
associated with CWE-119/416/190/476/415 is 463, compared with a median viewcount of 295 for the question
threads associated with other CWE types. Fig. 15 shows the
distribution of viewcount for both the question threads that
are associated with CWE-119/416/190/476/415 as well as
the question threads that are associated with other CWE
types. We run the Mann-Whitney U test between their
distributions of viewcount and observe that the difference
is statistically significant (p-value < 0.05).
https://cwe.mitre.org/data/index.html
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Fig. 15: The distribution of viewcount for both the
question threads that are associated with CWE119/416/190/476/415 as well as the question threads
that are associated with other CWE types.
Proportion of code snippets
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A PPENDIX B
V IEWCOUNT OF QUESTION THREADS ASSOCIATED
WITH DIFFERENT CWE TYPES
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Fig. 16: The growth of Codew for 11 years after normalizing
by the number of code snippets posted in each year.
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A PPENDIX F
A NALYSIS OF THE USERS ’ TIMESPAN OF CWE IN STANCES FOR DIFFERENT CWE TYPES
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Fig. 17: The ratio of the number of CWE instances to the
number of code snippets posted in each year for CWE Type
775/119/685/788/628/762/910.
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Fig. 18: The distribution of the number of days between the
first and last version of code snippets with weaknesses, and
between the last version with weaknesses to the present.

The CWE timespan is defined as the time difference between
the first and last instance of CWE by a user. Users who
only contribute one CWE instance are ignored when we
analyze the repeated patterns. Fig. 20 shows the distribution
of users’ timespan for each CWE type. For example, both
CWE-401 and CWE-119 have a median timespan of less than
one day. We also observe that certain CWE types, such as
CWE-775 and CWE-562, have a larger proportion of their
users with a longer timespan. Across the majority of CWE
types, there are outlier users with an extended timespan of
posting code weaknesses.

CWE timespan of a user (in days)

Number of CWE
instances (normalized)

0.0014

A PPENDIX E
R ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMMENT COUNT AND
CODE REVISION TYPES

Fig. 19 shows the distribution of comment count in different code revision types. We perform a Mann-Whitney
test and observe that Codew that are eventually improved
have statistically significant more comments (i.e., p-value <
0.05) in the associated answer compared to Codew that are
eventually unchanged, deteriorated, or not revised at all.

Number of comments

15

10

CWE

Fig. 20: The distribution of contributed CWE instances by
different users for different CWE types.

A PPENDIX G
T YPES OF REASONS FOR THE REJECTED REVISION
SUGGESTIONS

Table 5 lists the five types of reasons among the 15 out of
our 40 suggested edits that were rejected. Note that multiple
moderators can review the same suggested revision, thus
multiple reasons can be provided to each rejected revision
suggestion.
TABLE 5: Reason types for the rejected revision suggestions
Rejection reason
Revision should be posted as comment or answer.
Revision deviates from the original post.
Breaks the algorithm.
Revision does not correct critical issues.
No reason.

5

0
Revised (unchanged) Revised (improved) Revised (deteriorated)

Not revised

Code revision types

Fig. 19: The distribution of comment count in answers with
different code revision types.
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